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As a UESI BOG Member, I would like to accomplish the following:

I have been practicing Professional Engineering for 32+ years and particularly enjoy promoting the profession in hopes of advancing the Planning, Design, Permitting, Construction, Operations, Maintenance, and Risk Management of Utility Infrastructure assets.

As an active ASCE Fellow, past Chair and current UESI Pipeline Division EXCOM member, Miami UESI Section Officer and original “Founding Member” of UESI, it would be an honor and privilege to serve on the UESI BOG. This opportunity would provide a wonderful platform to further expand my lifelong passion, drive, and ambition to mentor and give back to our Community. Coupled with my “can do” attitude, upbringing, formal education, and decades of experience directing complex utility engineering and construction projects, I could make a significant difference to expand utility industry knowledge across the globe.

With my strong technical background, proven management ability, keen business sense and recognized industry wide accomplishments, I would seek to promote the Utility Engineering field as a recognized practice and engage utility engineers, surveyors, and data management professionals to enhance the coordination, planning, delivery, and asset management of utility infrastructure systems. With this vision and drive, I will complement and provide key contributions to continue the UESI vision.